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It's Been Known To Happen was written originally as an exercise for the composer to learn more about
percussion instruments. Exploring quick rhythms and some special effects, the piece mostly features the
Marimba and the Tomtoms.
Ununoctium is currently the last element on the periodic table. It is a radioactive and exceptionally
unstable noble gas- only three atoms have ever been detected. This elusive element is so unpredictable
that the name Ununoctium is only temporary since we do not know its real nature. Like the
element, Ununoctium is unpredictable and subject to change every time it is performed. The piece is made
up of three modules containing a few sections of music within each module. In Module I, the oboe and
guitar play four sections together: A, B, C and D. For Module II, each player chooses to play A, B, orCin
any order they want as long as they are never playing the same section as the other player simultaneously
time. Finally, in Module ill, both players play section D together one more time. Like the element for
which it is named, Ununoctium is mysterious, unpredictable, and unexpected.
Entropy explores the compositional method of using a ground bass, or basso ostinato. This repeated
harmonic progression is found mostly in the piano part with melodies and other variations in the other
instruments making this piece similar to a passacaglia. Though the ground bass seems highly organized,
there is some distortion throughout the piece and a feeling of disorganization within the melodic passages,
creating a sense of Entropy.
Paths That Cross tells the story of two characters each on their own separate journeys whose paths
eventually cross and they journey together for a fleeting moment. After a brief introduction, a fast-paced
romantic melody is heard and explored for a while representing the first character. After an interlude and
cadenza, we move into another section that is harmonically thinner and seemingly more hopeful which
represents character number two. Then in the fmal part of the piece, the two sections overlap and come
together to represent the meeting of our two characters and the time they spent journeying together. They
go their separate ways in the end, with small memories of each other.
Imagine loving someone or something deeply and then having to let them or it go because of uncontrollable
circumstances. Letting Go is the composer's interpretation of the pain and anguish that comes from losing
love and the realization that nothing can be done about it except for letting go and moving forward. This
piece is through-composed, meaning that there is no form or sections to follow, just pure emotion.
Calumny is a serious piece written to reflect the inner thoughts and feelings of a person filled with anger.
All of us in our lives have felt anger and the frustrations that come when we feel betrayed or hurt by
another person. There are a lot of intense articulations, tight harmonies, and dramatic dynamics used to
represent these emotions. The entire first section of the piece is pizzicato for all three instruments,
followed by an eerie hymn-like section, that leads up to a climax full of tension and emotion- the anger
being released.
Joseph's Cry- This is a prayer that was offered by the prophet Joseph Smith at a time of the utmost
despair and sorrow. The prophet, his brother Hyrum Smith and a few of his close colleagues were being
unjustly imprisoned. Although these men were irmocent, they were confmed in Liberty Jail for many
months in a dark and musty dungeon-like basement where food was scarce and often inedible. Meanwhile,
the rest of the members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints were enduring persecution and
many hardships and sorrows including being driven from their homes, illnesses, beatings, losing loved ones
and daily fear. This prayer was offered at a time of the utmost despair and sorrow. Joseph, although
enduring much personal grief, prays for the rest of the Saints, that they may be freed from persecution.
This song portrays the anguish and sadness Joseph felt for the Saints and his desire to share his faith and
hope in God- that God will stop the suffering and help His faithful Saints.
Doctrine & Covenants 121:1-6
1. 0 God, where art thou? And where is the pavilion that covereth thy hiding place?
2. How long shall thy hand be stayed, and thine eye, yea thy pure eye, behold from the eternal
heavens the wrongs of thy people and of thy servants, and thine ear be penetrated with their cries?
3. Yea, 0 Lord, how long shall they suffer these wrongs and unlawful oppressions, before thine heart
shall be softened toward them, and thy bowels be moved with compassion toward them?
4. 0 Lord God Almighty, maker of heaven, earth, and seas, and of all things that in them are, and
who controllest and subjectest the devil, and the dark and benighted dominion of Sheol- stretch
forth thy hand; let thine eye pierce; let thy pavilion be taken up; let thy hiding place no longer be
covered; let thine ear be inclined; let thine heart be softened; and thy bowels moved with
compassion toward us.
5. Let thine anger be kindled against our enemies, and, in the fury of thine heart, with thy sword
avenge us of our wrongs.
6. Remember thy suffering saints, 0 our God, and thy servants will rejoice in thy name forever.

